This document provides the reader with useful information on the attributes of the trees
which are native to Britain and prevalent in the local area. It is important to know which type
of tree will grow best in your local soil, what height it may reach, and how it may impact its
immediate environment (such as buildings or other trees).
Please use this guide to ensure you plant the right tree in the right place. The following is a
quick guide to the key things to think about when planting. The next section covers the tree
attributes, and the last section shows trees that are good for use as hedges.

WALLS / BUILDINGS: It is useful to note that most tree roots do not ‘dig down deep’ but tend to

bumble along within 2-3 feet or so of the surface. Roots can spread up to 3 times the tree’s
full height and this should be considered when identifying a good location for your tree.
If your location is within 10 feet (3 metres) of a structure, then you may want to reconsider
either the size of the tree or the spot you wish to plant it.
DRAINS: You will need to think about where your drain pipework runs. Tree roots can easily

damage drains and if the drains are sewage, any leakage could kill the tree, too.
LIGHT: Whilst Evergreens are great for privacy, if you have a north-facing garden, planting any

large tree near the back of your house probably isn’t a great idea as it will make your house
darker. Planting it near the neighbours may affect the light in their house or their garden so
please consider the needs of others around you. It might be useful to chat with your
neighbours about the type of tree you are thinking of and agree between you where it could
go.
MONOCULTURES: If you have a large area to plant, it is important to plant a variety of different

trees together as this attracts and supports a greater amount of wildlife. It has been shown in
areas where only one tree type has been planted, these rapidly become wildlife deserts,
supporting virtually nothing - not even the wildlife those trees usually support, as the food
that wildlife eats is supported by other tree types.
MOVING TREES: If you find you absolutely must move a tree, then do this in the winter months

when it is ‘sleeping’ – December to February is best.
TREES MISSING: You may notice some trees such as Ash and Sycamore are missing from our

list. Ash is currently under attack from Ash Dieback disease, and this has wiped out more than
10,000 trees across the South Downs. We therefore suggest that as this disease is so virulent
in the area, and takes a few years to kill the tree, that you do not try growing these anytime
soon. Sycamore is unpopular due to the huge number of viable seeds that it drops, and its’
phenomenal ability to procreate, creating Sycamore monocultures.
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DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE / POTENTIAL SMALL TREE
Max. Height 20 metres
Lifespan

Typically 60 yrs

Grows

60cm per year

Flowers

Feb – April

Good in most soils. Loves damp environments, will
grow to bush size if in a dry area.

DECIDUOUS POTENTIAL SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR
HEDGING
Max. Height 7.5 metres
Lifespan

40 yrs approx.

Grows

10-20 cm per year

Flowers

Spring to late summer

Thrives in full / partial sun with well-drained soil and
improves poor soil. Happy in waterlogged conditions
or loose, rocky earth. Prefer a sunny position.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 40 metres
Lifespan

250 yrs approx.

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

April - May

Good in full or partial sun, with moist well-drained,
mildly acidic soil.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE
Max. Height 10 metres (30 ft)
Lifespan

200 yrs max.

Grows

20-40cm per year

Flowers

April

Prefers limestone soils but fine on poor soil.
Requires full sun to flower. Foliage is toxic to
livestock.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 6 metres
Lifespan

100 yrs max.

Grows

40-60cm per year

Flowers

April

Good in any light, medium or heavy soils except acid
peats. Prefers moist but well-drained soil. Good in
sun, partial / dappled shade.

EVERGREEN SHRUB, GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 4 metres (some varieties up to 6m)
Lifespan

Typically 10-15 yrs

Grows

60cm per year

Flowers

Late spring

Good in most soils. Loves well-drained, sunny
environments, will grow to bush size if in a dry area.
Great for planting on the Downs.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height 25-30 metres
Lifespan

Typically 100 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

Only flowers after 30 years of growth

Prefers slightly acidic moist soil. Keep young trees
well-watered. When planting, place the crown a few
cm above the soil line.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 9 metres
Lifespan

100 yrs max.

Grows

25cm per year

Flowers

Spring

Good in most soils and fine with a dry environment.
Full sun or partial shade.

DECIDUOUS SHRUB – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 1-5 metres
Lifespan

50+ yrs

Grows

40-60cm per year

Flowers

June – July

Prefers full sun, moderately fertile soil. Dislikes dry
or water-logged sites, best in well-drained soil. Fine
in all soils.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE
Max. Height 8 metres
Lifespan

Typically 20 - 30 yrs

Grows

30-60 cm per year

Flowers

March – May

Takes time to establish, requires regular water for
first 4 years if dry. Good in sun or partial shade, fine
in any soil.
Dogwood will flourish on the Downs (Cornelian and
Chinese varieties included).

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height 30 metres
Lifespan

Typically 60 - 90 yrs

Grows

Up to 6cm in the first year, then 45cm
per year

Flowers

Catkins between April and May

Thrives in damp, acidic soil. Fine in poor soils with
poor drainage.

DECIDUOUS SMALL SHRUB – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 10 metres
Lifespan

Typically 50 yrs

Grows

50-80cm per year

Flowers

May - August

Thrives in moist but well-drained soil in full or partial
sun.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 20 metres
Lifespan

Typically 350 - 400 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year. Rapid growth
initially but slows as it grows.

Flowers

Spring

Prefers neutral to alkali soils. Shade-tolerant in early
life but requires additional light once seed-bearing.

DECIDUOUS SHRUB / SMALL TREE A.K.A. PUSSY
WILLOW
Max. Height 10 metres
Lifespan

300 yrs max.

Grows

20-40cm per year

Flowers

Catkins between March and April

Good in wet / damp environments and in drier areas.
Tolerates most soils and can grow well in scrub.
Their root system extends far beyond their canopy
and can cause damage to surrounding structures.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE
Max. Height 5 metres
Lifespan

Typically 250 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

April to May

Good for hedging, grows in partial shade or sun, good
on chalk / free draining soil. Hates drought.

DECIDUOUS BUSH / SMALL TREE
Max. Height 12 metres
Lifespan

Typically 100 yrs

Grows

50-150cm per year

Flowers

Catkins from January to April

Prefers acidic, water-logged soil. Very hardy.

DECIDUOUS SHRUB / SMALL TREE
Max. Height 10 metres
Lifespan

Typically 250 yrs

Grows

40-60cm per year

Flowers

April – June

Fine in all soils. For best flowers and fruits, plant in
full sun.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 15 metres
Lifespan

Typically 80 yrs

Grows

40-60cm per year

Flowers

Catkins between Feb and March and
in autumn

Prefers non-acidic, moist but well-drained soil. Fine
in shade or sun.

EVERGREEN SMALL TREE – ALSO GOOD FOR
HEDGING
Max. Height 15 metres
Lifespan

Typically 300 yrs

Grows

10-15cm per year

Flowers

Spring to early summer

Good in any soil and any position, from full sun to
deep shade.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE – ALSO GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 30 metres
Lifespan

Typically 250 years

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

Catkins in spring

Good in moderately acidic to lightly alkali soil.
Prefers sandy / loamy texture. Good in poor soils
including pure sand and clay. Tolerates all positions
but best in full sun.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height 35 metres
Lifespan

Typically 300 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

May

Good in full sun with well-drained, moist, fertile soil.
Cannot tolerate waterlogging, very dry conditions, or
poor soil.

EVERGREEN SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 10 metres
Lifespan

Typically 200 yrs

Grows

10-15cm per year

Flowers

May - June

Good in most situations but prefers well-drained,
sunny location. They become ‘leggy’ if in shade and
don’t like poorly drained boggy sites.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height 30 metres
Lifespan

1,000 yrs

Grows

45cm per year

Flowers

June - July

Moist, well-drained soil in full to partial sun. No
tolerance for high winds or drought. Can be grown
from seed or cutting.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height

7 metres

Lifespan

350 yrs

Grows

60cm per year

Flowers

April - June

Moist, well-drained soil in full to partial sun. Soil
texture fine to medium. Avoid sandy or rocky soil.
Can be grown from seed or cutting.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height

20-25 metres

Lifespan

Typically 75 yrs (the oldest recorded is
400 yrs)

Grows

30-40cm per year

Flowers

Spring

Deep moisture-retentive but well-drained soil. May
take 5-10 years before it flowers. Depending on
variety you may need a male & female for pollination.
Can be grown from seed or cutting.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN LARGE TREE

(Treebourne will have evergreens in winter 2022)
Max. Height 40 metres
Lifespan

Typically 600 yrs

Grows

50cm per year

Flowers

March to May

Seedlings prefer well-drained humus-rich / clay soil
and require watering once a week if it has not rained.
Once established, they can tolerate drought.

EVERGREEN TALL TREE
Max. Height 50 metres
Lifespan

Typically 250 yrs

Grows

1-1.5m per year

Flowers

Catkins in late Spring

Likes moist, fertile soil and direct sun but can
tolerate poor soil. Good in wet, boggy conditions.
Can be planted as cutting or grown from seed.

EVERGREEN LARGE TREE
Max. Height 30 metres
Lifespan

Typically 50-450 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

Cones appear Sept - Dec

Not shade or drought tolerant. Requires full sun and
well-drained, moist soil. Can cope with sandy
nutrient-depleted soils.

DECIDUOUS OR EVERGREEN (DEPENDING ON
SPECIES – EVERGREENS CAN LOSE THEIR LEAVES IN
A HARSH WINTER) SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR
HEDGING
Max. Height 4 metres
Lifespan

Up to 30 yrs in good conditions

Grows

30-50cm per year

Flowers

Summer

Prefer full sun, Drought tolerant once established,
bees like the flowers. Spreads typically 120 – 240cm
(4’-8’). Propagate from seed or cutting.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE – ALSO GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 6 metres
Lifespan

Typically 50 yrs

Grows

20cm per year

Flowers

Late Spring

Grows in most soils but prefers fertile, deep,
moisture-retentive soil. Happier near water but
doesn’t like being water-logged. Full sun required.
Does not require other trees around to bear fruit.
Can propagate from seed or cutting.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE – ALSO GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 8 metres
Lifespan

Typically 150 yrs

Grows

20-40cm per year

Flowers

May to June

Grows in most soils but prefers well-drained soil.
Dislikes clay or very wet soil. Good in sun or partial
shade. Requires watering if very dry in the first 2
years.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE
Max. Height 8 metres
Lifespan

Typically 60 yrs

Grows

30-60cm per year

Flowers

May - June

Prefers moist but well-drained, moderately fertile soil
– good with loam / chalky / sandy soil. Tolerant of
dry and atmospheric-polluted conditions. The
Saskatoon service tree has berries with the nicest
flavour.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 20 metres
Lifespan

Typically 60 yrs

Grows

40cm per year

Flowers

April to May

Prefers sandy / acidic soils, but good in most
conditions.

DECIDUOUS SMALL TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 9 metres (usually around 3m)
Lifespan

Typically 100 yrs

Grows

45cm per year

Flowers

May - June

Good in any soil, loves full sun. Water regularly after
planting. Best to take cuttings. Berries thought to
be very toxic, but no recorded incidents to prove this
are available.

DECIDUOUS LARGE TREE
Max. Height 20 metres
Lifespan

Typically 600 yrs

Grows

50cm per year

Flowers

June - July

Fertile well drained soil. Susceptible to frost damage.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 25 metres
Lifespan

Typically 250 yrs

Grows

60cm per year

Flowers

Early June

Prefers fertile, well-drained, moisture-retentive,
alkaline soil, not very tolerant of frost or strong
winds. Full sun, and shelter from the wind to prevent
early loss of blossom.

LARGE TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGES
Max. Height 15 metres
Lifespan

Typically 70-80 yrs

Grows

30cm per year

Flowers

May - June

Happy in ordinary well-drained soil, sun, or partial
shade. Salt tolerant.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 25 metres
Lifespan

Typically 90 yrs

Grows

20-40cm per year

Flowers

Early spring

Prefers fertile soil, with no tolerance to waterlogging. Full sun, and shelter from the wind to
prevent early loss of blossom.

DECIDUOUS MEDIUM TREE
Max. Height 15 metres
Lifespan

Typically 30-50 yrs

Grows

1-2m per year

Flowers

Catkins in late winter

Prefers deep, moist but well-drained soil in full sun.
Tolerates wet conditions. Best grown from cuttings.
One of the fastest-growing trees.

EVERGREEN MEDIUM TREE – GOOD FOR HEDGING
Max. Height 18 metres
Lifespan

Over 1,000 yrs

Grows

30cm per year

Flowers

Catkins in late winter

Seeds have low viability so best grown from cuttings.
Prefers loamy, moist but well-drained soil in full,
partial sun or shade.

The following trees are excellent for hedges. Please refer to the pictures and attributes above
for more details.
BROOM
BLACKTHORN – good for hedges which you don’t want people to pass through. Those spikes

hurt!
DOG ROSE – as above
DOGWOOD
ELDER
HAWTHORN – good for hedges which you don’t want people to pass through. Watch those

spikes!
HOLLY – as above
HORNBEAM
GOAT WILLOW
GREY WILLOW
JUNIPER
POPLAR – tall hedges!
PRIVET
QUINCE
ROWAN – good for larger, taller hedges
SPINDLE
WAYFARING TREE (VIRBURNHAM)
WHITEBEAM
YEW

